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ALLEGATIONS:
On 19 JAN 16, at approximately 1750 hours, IPRA Investigator A registered a complaint
with the Independent Police Review Authority (IPRA) on behalf of Complainant. It is
alleged that on 19 MAR 15, at approximately 0200 hours, at XXXX N. Kenmore, inside
University A, the accused, “Detective A” no further information: 1) failed to conduct
an investigation into Complainant’s complaint that he was raped inside a dorm room at
University A by a black/male subject named “Civilian 1” who has been following him for
years and 2) participated in an orgy with University A Administration. Complainant
further alleged that on an unknown date and time, an unknown black/male officer: 1)
pushed, pulled and dragged him inside Hospital A and 2) groped and molested him
outside an unknown police station.
INVESTIGATION:
This investigation concerns allegations of improper police service and unnecessary
physical contact. The investigation was conducted in the following manner:
During an audio recorded statement, Complainant stated that on 19 MAR 15, at
approximately 0200 hours, at XXXX N. Kenmore, he was sleeping alone inside a dorm
room at University A. A black/male subject named “Civilian 1,” who has been “stalking”
Complainant for several years, entered the room and raped Complainant. Complainant
was under the influence of a prescribed sleeping pill called “Seroquel XR” at the time
and the drug made him lethargic.
“Detective A” later arrived at the school. Instead of conducting an investigation,
“Detective A” accepted an offer from University A Administration to participate in an
orgy at the school. Complainant believed “Detective A had something to do with the
rape” and he was arrested for Trespassing because the police were trying to “cover-up”
his rape.
Complainant was transported by an unknown black/male officer from the school to an
unknown police station then to Hospital B. Complainant informed the medical personnel
that he was suicidal but they ignored him. From there, Complainant was transported back
to an unknown police station and then to Hospital A. While at Hospital A, the unknown
black/male officer pushed, pulled and dragged Complainant. Complainant was placed
inside a police van and transported to another unknown police station. The same
black/male officer “groped and molested” Complainant outside the police station.
Complainant was then transported to Hospital C and placed in “protective custody.” The
hospital personnel allowed “Civilian 1” to rape Complainant every night until he was
discharged.
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Complainant stated he sustained “head bumps” from his contact with the unknown
black/male officer. Complainant refused to seek medical treatment because he is
continuously stalked by “Civilian 1” at multiple hospitals. Complainant wants “Civilian
1” arrested before he seeks medical treatment. (Att. #13, #16).
The related Arrest and Case Reports, CB#XXXXXXXX, RD#XXXXXXXX,
document that on 19 MAR 15, at approximately 1430 hours, POs Officer A, #XXXX,
and Officer B, #19646, Unit 018, arrived at University A, located at XXXX N. Kenmore,
regarding a former student, Complainant. The Director of Public Safety, Civilian 2,
informed the officers that Complainant was allowed to sleep in a dorm because he was
homeless. Complainant became involved in multiple disturbances and was asked by
security to leave. Complainant refused and the police were called. Complainant was
arrested and transported to the XX District for processing where it was discovered that he
had an outstanding warrant. Complainant was charged with Criminal Trespass to Real
Property and Issuance of Warrant. (Att. #5).
The Arrest Processing Report documents that Complainant was presently taking
medication for depression; that he had serious medical/mental problems; that he had
threatened to kill himself; that he was transported to Hospital B following complaints of a
headache; that he was cleared to re-enter the XX District lock-up; that he was transported
to Hospital A where he was refused acceptance for a psychological evaluation; and that
he was transported to Central Detention. (Att. #4).
The related Supplementary Report documents that Detective A, #XXXXX, Unit XXX,
was assigned to conduct the follow-up investigation. Detective A met with Complainant
at Area Central where Complainant explained that he suffers from Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder and Anxiety. Complainant went into detail regarding the rape, stating his
“rapist, Civilian 1,” struck him over the head with his fist, placed his finger up his nose,
played with his teeth, and pulled his ears before he forced his hand down the front of
Complainant’s pants, fondled his penis, pulled down his pants and penetrated his anus
with his fingers. After that, “Civilian 1” cut Complainant’s pubic hairs with scissors
while singing rhymes and then left his dorm room. Complainant never made any
allegations of excessive force against the police to Detective A.
Detective A also interviewed University A Director of Campus Security Civilian 2 who
informed him that he spoke with Complainant’s father. Complainant’s father informed
Civilian 2 that Complainant suffers from mental illness. Civilian 2 also informed
Detective A that Complainant had posted things about Detective A on his Facebook page.
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Detective A read the posts and learned that Complainant accused Detective A of lying
about and delaying the investigation into his sexual assault; that Detective A was afraid to
proceed with the investigation in fear of consequences for talking to “Civilian 1” after he
heard of the accusations; that he was constantly making excuses and was patronizing
Complainant about the sexual assault; and that Detective A was having a relationship
with “Civilian 1.”
Detective A suspended the investigation pending “Civilian 1” being located. (Att. #8,
#9).
The related printouts from Complainant’s Facebook page corroborate the account that
Civilian 2 provided to Detective A. It is noted that the Facebook postings contain an
extensive amount of incoherent and disconnected ideations, as well as allegations of
abuse and conspiracy directed at multiple police agencies, hospitals and government
officials. (Att. #23).
The medical records from Hospital B document that Complainant entered the facility
on 20 MAR 15, at approximately 0209 hours, in police custody, with a complaint of
soreness to the right side of the head and sexual assault. Complainant stated he went to
bed on a Tuesday night and when he awoke Wednesday morning, he felt a bump to the
right side of his head. Complainant informed the medical personnel that he was unaware
of how he sustained the bump/swelling to his head. Complainant also noticed that his
anus felt “uncomfortable” and believed he was sexually assaulted because a janitor
informed him that somebody had broken into his room during the night. Complainant
denied any rectal bleeding, penile discharge or fever. Complainant repeatedly asked one
of the nurses, “Can you give me a blow job” and accused the nurse of discriminating
against him when she told him his question was inappropriate. Complainant was
diagnosed with closed head injury, reported sexual assault and ringworms. (Att. #25).
The medical records from Hospital A document that Complainant entered the facility
on 20 MAR 15, at approximately 1031 hours, in police custody, with suicidal ideations. It
was noted that Complainant has a history of bipolar disorder; that he presented
information in a very disorganized fashion; that he was hospitalized after he took an
overdose of Seroquel a year ago; that he was hospitalized after he jumped from a window
six months ago and that he had multiple other psychiatric hospitalizations. There was no
mention of Complainant having been physically abused by the police. Complainant was
diagnosed with suicidal intent and discharged back into police custody under suicide
watch while incarcerated. (Att. #20).
Attempts to obtain Complainant’s medical records from Hospital C Health Services of
Cook County were met with negative results because according to the medical
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personnel, the signature on Complainant’s medical release form did not match the
signature that was on file at the facility. (#19, #21, #22).
CONCLUSION:
The R/I recommends that this investigation be terminated and that the allegations
contained therein be Unfounded in accordance with Special Order S08-01-01, Section
II., B-10, which documents that the Investigator is to “terminate the investigation when it
is determined at any time that the incident is unfounded or if the member is clearly
exonerated.” Complainant alleged that Detective A failed to conduct an investigation
into his complaint that he was raped inside a dorm room at University A by a black/male
subject named “Civilian 1” who has been following him for years and that Detective A
participated in an orgy with University A Administration. Complainant additionally
alleged that an unknown black/male officer pushed, pulled and dragged him at Hospital A
after he was transported there for having suicidal thoughts. The same unknown
black/male officer groped and molested Complainant outside an unknown police station
The preponderance of the evidence indicates that Complainant suffers from mental
illness. The seriousness of Complainant’s mental illness is documented in his medical
records from Hospital B, Hospital A and his Facebook posts. Based upon Complainant’s
mental state, combined with the total lack of evidence that would remotely support his
claims, the allegations he made are clearly Unfounded.

